
Bibi Jaan's Home for Lost Children 

By Rabbiya Farooq  

With a heavy yet hopeful heart, I tell you all that this will be my last blog post. I spent countless 

hours typing away stories over here, some of which were anecdotes, and some that were a 

result of my imagination going wild on sleepless nights. I had great pleasure sharing my 

moments with all of you and growing both as a writer and a person right in front of you—all 

23,585 of you. It still baffles my mind that in just a couple of years I, Farhad Ghani, a kid who 

was told he should not bother with having any ambitions, has somehow convinced 23,585 

people to take out time from their daily lives and read my writer's ramblings every Tuesday for 

the past two years. To express my gratitude, I leave you with a final story: A true story about 

perhaps the bravest and most whimsical woman to have ever graced this planet—our Bibi Jaan.  

I have vaguely mentioned my past and where I am from in a few of my stories before. But 

today, for this last tale, I opt to be completely transparent. I was seven when the Soviet troops 

first entered Afghanistan to prop up the unsteady communist government and install their 

president. I do not remember life much before the war. I was only seven. And when the first 

airstrike hit, I was too innocent to recognize the dangers that now hovered over my whole 

country. I just remember it being loud, ear-splittingly loud, and the smell, the dreadful smell. I 

was in our local marketplace with my parents getting some weekly household groceries when 

the first series of blasts echoed in my hometown streets. Suddenly the bustling marketplace fell 

cold and gray as a cemetery. The first strike was a surprise. But everyone knew it was not the 

last. Terrified and confused, as any child would be, I started sprinting to find my parents. The 

bombs kept coming as I ran past burning fruit carts with my head between my hands. I could 

not bear to lift my eyes. It seemed every time I ran towards something that still looked like it 

had some life left in it, the bombs would get to it before me. I just wanted to find my mother. 

Finally, after what seemed like ages, it stopped. Silence washed over the whole world for a few 

moments, and then the screaming began, again. But this time they were not terrified screams 

of people running for their lives to survive. This time they were bloodcurdling wails of people 

finding their loved ones who had not survived. I was one of those people. When I stumbled 

upon my mother's torn up, bloodied shawl next to Kaka Jee's Spice Stall, even seven-year-old 

me knew in his gut that they were gone. After an endless, frantic search I found them, or what 

was left of them. I sat beside them for hours, sobbing, before everything blacked out. 

The next thing I remember was waking up in a tight, dimly lit room. The smell of warm Nan 

bread breathed some life into me. I sat up to find a woman, hunched over a burning stove. The 

bright orange light of the fire highlighted her gentle eyes and the faint wrinkles on her face. I 

opened my mouth in an attempt to ask where I was but my throat felt drier than the Registan 

desert. 



"There is some water left in the jug next to your pillow. Pour yourself a glass, child." I heard her 

voice, "You seem parched " 

With a word of gratitude, I gulped every last drop. "Thank you, I am Farhad."  

"Well, Farhad, you should eat and get some rest. It has been a long day" 

That night I could not sleep, I kept tossing and turning on my sleeping mat. I missed my parents. 

I missed my own house. I still did not know why they were taken away from me. I sat up 

drenched in sweat. Moonlight lightly illuminated the room. I looked around hopelessly, scared 

and lost when I saw the kind lady, just sitting there at my foot, asleep with her head against the 

wall and her hand gently resting on my leg. She had not said much to me that day. I did not 

even know her name, but at that moment it seemed as if this stranger's warmth could help me 

make it through the night.  

This was my first ever interaction with my Bibi Jaan. Her kind and loving nature became 

apparent to me on our first meeting when she fed me her own Nan bread and slept on an 

empty stomach herself. When the war with the Soviet Union started, all hope of a normal life 

was lost to the people of Afghanistan. Now I would consider growing up in a war zone—where 

every step out the door could be your last—a normal childhood, but Bibi Jaan made sure to 

build a protective shield around us. She would tell us stories when the bullets would not seem 

to stop firing. She would play nowrang with us on nights when the screams of our neighbors 

sounded especially loud. She tried to make it as normal for us as she could. There were days 

where our rumbling stomachs deafened us to the sounds of the distant roaring of the military 

jet engines, but Bibi would instruct us to tie rocks around our stomachs and recite brave stories 

of our Prophet (S.A.W) to us. Over the course of five years, Bibi Jaan took in five more young 

orphans like me who had also lost precious ones to war. Zahid, Ahmed, Fauzia, Leena, and 

Azita. We all met under circumstances that no one wishes for, but we grew up together. We 

were a family.  

Bibi Jaan, although nurturing towards us kids, was a formidable woman otherwise. When she 

found out her village had finally been infested by the Soviet parasites, she went out the same 

night, in the darkness, and stole herself a rifle, an AK-47 to be specific. She would stay up each 

night, patrolling the house with her rifle on her shoulder again and again. She was respected 

and protected by our own mujahideen combatants in the area, who fearlessly stood steadfast 

against the enemy, trying to take their country back, but one stern look from Bibi Jaan and an 

armed, grown man would start to shake in his boots. She tended to the wounds of countless 

people: Those who got physically hurt in the war and some who got emotionally hurt by the 

war.  

One night in September 1983, five years after the enemy troops first entered Afghanistan, I was 

suddenly woken up by a frantically out of breath Azita. She was pushing me to get up with one 

hand and stuffing her single shirt in a bag with the other.  



"Farhad, we are leaving, Bibi says hurry!"  

By this point, I had learned not to question any emergencies and to only do what I am asked to 

do. So I grabbed my half-eaten talkhan and my pillow and stuffed it in my satchel.  

I did not know at that point that we were making an escape to Pakistan. I could barely see 

anything in the night only lit dimly by the moon. I remember being scared to lift my eyes once 

again. I was scared that whatever I saw in front of me will go up in flames. So I only held on to 

Bibi Jaan's shawl and followed her blindly. At that moment, I felt like a seven-year-old boy again 

and Bibi Jaan was there, once again, keeping me safe.  

Our lives got better once we reached Peshawar. We no longer spent every second fearing for 

our lives and there was an abundance of food. We ate so much on the first day that poor Bibi 

spent the rest of the night scrubbing Azita and Ahmed's upchuck off of the floor. Four years 

after we arrived, we started going to school, and Zahid and I also started earning a little by 

doing small jobs. We were finally blessed with a normal routine. Even though we were now out 

of harm's way and were living in a small, peaceful house, Bibi would still stay up every night 

vigilantly guarding us, with her trustee AK-47. Unfortunately, she only got more paranoid and 

delusional with age. She would still remember to feed us and would fondly narrate her favorite 

stories to us for many years to come, but as time went by she became frailer. It was 

heartbreaking to see Bibi Jaan—a woman who once threatened to bash a man's head in the 

wall— go from being such an intimidating woman to a helpless person who would get startled 

hearing a car backfire in the street. But she always remained gentle.  

Nineteen years after we arrived in Pakistan, I completed my education and was now earning a 

comfortable wage. I started writing this blog and things were going great for all of us kids. 

Fauzia got married to a loving man the same summer and moved to Lahore. Ahmed went back 

to Afghanistan in hopes to find any relatives that had not fallen prey to the decade-long war. 

Leena, Azita, Zahid, and I remained in Peshawar with Bibi in our new and not so little house 

anymore. We were content. That winter, one night, Bibi Jaan passed away peacefully in her 

sleep. We all knew it was coming because she had never looked so tired and worn out. Still, 

seeing her just lie there lifeless, and knowing that she was gone made me feel like someone 

had driven their hand through my chest and ripped my heart out.  

I could not get shut-eye for months after her demise. I had forgotten how to sleep without 

having her there, asleep, at the foot of my bed. So I started writing this blog as a way to cope 

with her passing because if Bibi Jaan taught me anything it was how to tell good stories. It was 

my way of keeping her memory and spirit alive. But recently, while flipping through channels, I 

came across news about how Afghanistan is riddled with the same wars again. The enemies 

might be different this time, but once again it is the blameless civilians losing their lives, it is the 

innocent children being robbed of their childhood. Flashbacks played back in my head like a 

horror movie. I could not close my eyes without seeing my mother’s wounded face. Then I 

realized that some of these innocent kids may not be lucky enough to find a Bibi Jaan as I did, to 



look after them and shield them from these unfair battles. That is when I decided that it was 

time to go back to my home country to help and give a lost seven-year-old child the same 

protection that Bibi Jaan gave me all those years. This way I can truly keep her memory and 

spirit alive.  

So, as I said before, this will be my last blog. Once again I would like to thank all of you for 

tuning in to read my stories for these two years. I know you all must be curious to know what 

Bibi Jaan looked like; well I have the perfect picture that represents her spirit completely. So I 

leave you with this final treat of a photograph we took of her with her precious rifle. And with 

that, I bid you all farewell and wish you a content life.  

 

 


